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Abstract
In this paper, we address the problem of inpainting in
3D digital models with large holes. The missing region inference problem is solved with a dictionary learning-based
method that harnesses a geometric prior derived from a single self-similar structure and online depth databases. The
underlying surface is recovered by adaptively propagating
local 3D surface smoothness from around the boundary of
the hole by appropriately harvesting the cue provided by the
geometric prior. We showcase the relevance of our method
in the archaeological domain which warrants ’filling-in’
missing information in damaged heritage sites. The performance of our method is demonstrated on holes with different
complexities and sizes on synthetic as well as real examples.

1. Introduction
With the introduction of real-time techniques for 3D
model generation using low-cost sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect [10], creation of 3D world models has now
been brought into the realm of public domain. It is also not
uncommon to find laser scanners being employed for generating accurate point clouds. We are also witnessing growth
of online services that allow for web-based 3D model generation from user provided images [23] or 3D point clouds
[20]. In this work, our interest is in geometric inpainting i.e.
filling-in of point clouds with missing data. The relevance
of this problem stems from the need for inpainting 3D models of damaged structures in archaeological sites. With the
advent of efforts such as the Digital Michelangelo project
[14], there has been large-scale interest in heritage digitization in the vision, graphics, virtual reality and related
research communities. The Google Art project [7] aims
to provide a capability to perform a virtual walk-through,
enabling internet-based access of rich ‘common’ heritage
from across the world. While it is important to digitize a
heritage site ‘as is’, building and showcasing 3D models of
damaged archaeological structures can be visually unpleas-

ant due to presence of large missing regions. The David
restoration project [3] has successfully demonstrated the
use of 3D models in the framework of cultural restoration.
Such a restoration effort allows for the creation of visually
pleasing 3D models with a two-fold purpose: i) heritage
preservation, and ii) enabling a visually pleasing ‘virtual
tour’ experience. Moreover, such a completed model can
also serve as reference for any future attempt at physical
restoration.
This paper deals with the scenario involving naturally existing large damaged regions in cultural artifacts. We do not
consider missing information due to inaccurate scanning as
it is a different research problem in its own right. Furthermore, several works already exist in the literature that deal
exclusively with this scenario. The input data to the framework that we propose is a 3D mesh, generation of which
constitutes a pre-processing step [6]. Because we deal with
large missing regions, it is not possible to fill-in the missing data from neighboring regions of the damaged object
itself. However, in the presence of an example that is selfsimilar to the damaged object, we propose a gradient map
and dictionary learning-based method to harness the geometric prior. To assume the presence of a self-similar example (we need only one!) is not unreasonable for archaeological sites. The missing geometry is inferred by exploiting
the constraint that the underlying ‘missing’ geometry in the
hole shows locally smooth variations.
The problem that we address in this paper lends itself
naturally to multi-sensor data fusion. The 3D point cloud
could have been derived by processing a sequence of images (as in structure from motion (SFM)) or directly from
range sensors (such as a laser scanner). Similar argument
holds for online depth databases that we exploit for data fusion. The proposed dictionary learning (DL)-based geometric inpainting method works on point clouds irrespective of
their regularity due to its local data access format. Since
the camera poses are known (as we use an SFM-based 3D
model generation pipeline), it is straight-forward to obtain
the corresponding projection of the 3D model, and hence
its depth map in each camera. The point cloud is projected

in each of the cameras and only the region of the hole that
best projects into a camera is filled up in that view. The best
visibility of a 3D point in a camera is as defined in [27].
Thus, the workflow involves obtaining the corresponding
depth map of a boundary patch on the surface of the 3D
model, performing inpainting in the depth domain, and reprojecting the inpainted depth patch back onto the 3D surface. This resampling ensures that the algorithm can handle
both regular and irregular point clouds, and at the same time
helps to obtain a smoothly varying gradient map.
The main contribution of this work is a new methodology for geometric inpainting based on fusing information
from a single self-similar example and a dictionary learnt
from depth maps available online. Since our method works
by propagating information from the boundary, we also perform accumulation error analysis and evaluate our scheme
on many examples. Our work yields a framework that can
be a valuable aid to heritage restoration and visualization
applications by providing the ability to perform geometric
reconstruction of large missing regions in the rendered 3D
mesh models.
We begin by discussing related works in section 2. This
is followed by a description of the proposed method in section 3. In section 4, we discuss experimental results and
finally conclude with section 5.

2. Related Works
Suppose a 3D model S ∈ R3 of a real world object is
given with large missing or damaged regions H. The goal
is to faithfully estimate the underlying surface geometry in
H. A perceptually intuitive procedure woule be to provide
for a natural progression of the surface topology existing in
the neighbourhood of the boundary of H, while maintaining
local surface curvature and smoothness in different regions
in the process [11]. Works such as [5] have attempted mesh
completion for the case of small missing regions by using
smoothness priors with respect to the local neighbourhood.
They considered iterative extensions of the neighbourhood
geometry into the hole using volumetric diffusion. However, such an approach fails to correctly inpaint large holes
which tend to have a surface complexity unique to that object class. The scenario of filling holes in 3D surfaces arising from sensor imperfections, low surface reflectivity or
self-occlusions has been discussed in [15], [29]. They advocate filling-up of small or medium sized surface deficiencies using local surface topology. Hole filling of smooth
surfaces using tensor voting (TV) framework is discussed
in [9]. TV-based inpainting of holes in depth maps using
local geometry alone is addressed in [12]. Surface completion of 3D models for the restrictive case of repeating
‘relief structures’ can be found in [2]. 3D scan completion
from examples is addressed in [21]. However, the requirements of a well-annotated and pre-segmented database, and

manual marking of landmarks is quite cumbersome.
We address this difficult problem by making use of geometric prior harnessed from a single self-similar example in
conjunction with depth maps available online by providing
class-specific prior information about the complex surface
variations within the hole-region. This can provide an effective prior for the surface complexity unique to that object class. Our approach is different from the tensor-voting
(TV) based approach of [24] which requires several (typically > 5) self-similar examples. The non-availability of
a large number of examples for such scenarios precludes
the usage of big database methods such as principal components analysis (PCA). In the following section, we propose
a hole-filling algorithm that judiciously utilizes a suitably
derived geometric prior. We give details on the use of the
proposed inpainting methodology for challenging scenarios
such as damaged real-world structures.

3. Hole-filling with single self-similar example
We begin with a 3D model (point cloud) of the target
structure to be inpainted. This could have been obtained using images within an SFM framework or could have been
obtained from a range scanner. For real world structures
‘in the wild’, the availability of structures similar to the target object will typically be quite limited. We assume the
availability of just one self-similar structure. This structure
needs to be converted to its 3D model. Without the imposition of any constraints on the orientation of the acquisition
device (optical or laser), large pose variations can exist between 3D point clouds of the damaged structure S and its
self-similar example {M}. In order to exploit geometric
prior for the purpose of missing surface inference, registration of the example in {M} by means of a transform T ,
T : M → R3 , is needed, wherein
T ∗ = arg minkT (M) − Sk2
T

(1)

Since the acquisition environment is not a controlled setup,
the 3D models may exhibit a large number of outliers too.
However, the fact that {M} is self-similar to S works to
the advantage of this registration step by providing a large
ratio of similar undamaged regions compared to the damaged region and the outliers. Thus, a robust point cloud
registration technique that efficiently handles outliers such
as CPD (Coherent Point Drift) [18] is preferred to obtain
the best possible transform T for the self-similar example.
Further, we ensure that only the undamaged portions of the
3D model participate in the registration process.
Post registration, the aligned example {M0 } can provide
estimates for the missing region of S from the corresponding region. However, due to the unconstrained nature of the
image capturing process, the scale of S and M can still vary
significantly. A global point cloud registration may not re-

solve local scale changes, which in turn can lead to boundary artifacts in the inpainted result. Our goal is to propagate
local region smoothness into the hole, while staying faithful
to the prior provided by the single self-similar example.
It is well-understood that dictionary learning (DL) provides a robust local representation for a given signal class
[1]. Since several depth databases are available online,
it stands to reason that one can attempt a DL-based approach for hole-filling. Surface gradients are known to be
resilient to the effects of relative scale differences while at
the same time they can exhaustively capture higher-order
curvatures that may be present on the surface. We propose to solve the problem of performing 3D geometry inpainting (while simultaneously avoiding boundary artifacts)
within the framework of DL by harvesting gradients from
the self-similar example M0 to guide the choice of the
sparse representation learnt from online depth databases to
infer the missing region that best represents the geometric
prior from M0 . The actual process of inpainting proceeds
from outside-in. In order to preserve local surface curvature variations, a hole-filling strategy from the current hole
boundary {hk } to the center of the hole is followed, wherein
the oriented surface points on S in the neighbourhood of
the hole boundary infer the missing surface points along the
hole boundary {hk }. These newly inferred surface points
S(hk ) along with the original values aid in inferring missing surface points along a new hole boundary, and this process is repeated till the hole gets completely filled up.
Incidentally, a related problem in the texture domain is
addressed in Poisson image editing [22]. This technique has
been shown to successfully blend a given texture patch onto
a possibly completely different background image. We also
make use of the known gradient field from the registered
self-similar example M0 , from regions corresponding to the
damaged region H of the broken structure. However, in
contrast to [22], we search for a set of sparse representations
from an overcomplete dictionary D that best represents the
known regions of the current patch at the hole boundary
(P). Of these, the sparse representation that has the most
similar gradient to M0 at the current boundary point hk in
the unknown region is used to provide an estimate for the
missing region.

3.1. Depth dictionary generation
With the ready availability of range scanners, several
depth databases have been made available online in the last
few years [13], [26] and [19]. We proceed to build a dictionary to facilitate sparse representation. Following k-SVD
based DL [1], [16], we extract overlapping local patches
{Ji } of size p×p from a large number of randomly selected
depth maps from online depth databases, and arrange them
into a matrix Y such that Y = [vec(J1 ) vec(J2 ) · · · vec(Jv )],
where vec(Ji ) represents an operation that lexicographi-

Figure 1. (a) Example of a k = 400 atom dictionary.
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Figure 2. Error in reconstruction of depth images using the atoms
of a depth dictionary. (a) Input image, (b) reconstructed image,
and (c) error in reconstruction. The legend values vary between 0
and 0.2, with blue, green and red roughly corresponding to 0, 0.1
and 0.2, respectively.

cally orders Ji , i = 1, 2, ...v, Y ∈ Rm×v , m << v and
m = p2 . After normalization of the columns of Y , a k-atom
dictionary (k > m) is learned. This problem is formulated
as
(α∗ , D∗ ) = arg min k Y − Dα k2F +γ k α k1
α,D

(2)

s.t. k di k≤ 1, i = 1, 2, ...k, k < v
where {di } are the columns of the overcomplete dictionary
D, D ∈ Rm×k and α is the matrix encoding the sparsity
for the dictionary-based representation. An example depth
dictionary is shown in Fig. 1.
For our implementation, we set p = 8, v = 10000 and
k = 1024. In order to establish the representative nature
of the learned dictionary, we empirically show the effectiveness of dictionary-based representation in reconstructing some standard range images. The Middlebury stereo
dataset [25] provides several depth maps and stereo pairs
which have been widely used in the computer vision community. The sparse representation of some of these images
is first found in the learned dictionary D, followed by reconstruction of the respective images from this overcomplete dictionary D. This is analogous to KSVD-based DL
and image reconstruction using the learnt dictionary [28],
but in the depth domain. The original image, the reconstructed image and the error in reconstruction are shown in
Fig. 2 for a representative example. The low values of the

Figure 3. Gradients as cue for inpainting. The region filled with
gradients (blue in colour) is a hole. The gradients from the selfsimilar example are superimposed over the hole. The region
bounded in the red box labeled P is the current patch, while hk
is the current boundary pixel within P. B is the mask corresponding to known regions of P.

reconstruction error (as indicated by the legend in Fig. 2(c))
reveal that widely varying depth images admit a sparse yet
effective representation in the overcomplete dictionary D.
It is to be noted that none of these depth patches were used
to learn the dictionary.

3.2. Data Fusion using Gradient
Consider the reconstruction of a patch P (see Fig. 3)
such that it contains a large known region and an unknown
body. The example shows the depth map of the region
around the nose of a human face. Square region (H) is
marked as damaged. Suppose αP is the column of α corresponding to this patch from the learnt dictionary. Our objective is to find the set of sparse representations {αP (γ)}
that best explains the known regions in patch P. This can
be done by varying γ over a set of values and obtaining the
corresponding basis representations. Minimizing the error
in representating the large known region of P will ensure
local surface smoothness in the region around hk . Though
there may exist local scale changes in terms of the absolute depth values between the damaged 3D model S and its
self-similar example M, a gradient domain representation
of the depths is largely unaffected by the relative scale of
the 3D models. Also, gradients exhaustively capture local
surface variations, thereby serving as a good cue to guide
the inpainting process.
Generating the gradients in H by fusing gradient information from the corresponding region of the registered selfsimilar example M0 , we propose to use the sparse representation αP (γ) that has the most similar gradient at the point
corresponding to hk as the best representation for P. This in
turn provides an estimate for the missing surface hk . This
problem can be formulated in terms of the dot-product of
the gradients as
∗
αP
(γ) = arg min k (DαP (γ) − P) ⊗ B k22 +
αP(γ)

µ 1 − ∇n (DαP (γ)) |Thk ∇n (P) |hk

(3)

where B is a mask corresponding to the known region of P
(see Fig. 3), the notation ⊗ refers to pixel-wise multiplication operation, ∇n calculates the normalized gradient of a
function, and (.) |hk indicates the value of function evaluated at the boundary hk . The first term in Eqn. 3 attempts to
reconstruct the known region in the patch P as close as possible to the original values, while the second term tries to
minimize the angle between the normalized gradient vectors. This has the effect of generating a surface that is as
similar in orientation as possible to the corresponding surface region in the self-similar example. For solving equation Eqn. 3, we use an iterative greedy algorithm: for the
current patch under consideration, we obtain a set of sparse
representations by varying λ. This is followed by iterating
over this set and choosing the atom which minimizes Eqn.
3 as the best match for the current patch. The blue-arrows
over the region in Fig. 3 indicate the harvested gradients
from self-similar example M. The zoomed-in region indicates the positioning of the patch (P) at the current hole
boundary hk . It is to be noted that though gradients encode
only the difference of depth values, taking an overlapping
patch around the boundary and propagating the information
into the hole-region ensures a geometrically inpainted result which is both smooth with respect to the boundary of
the hole-region, and effectively follows the geometric prior
from the self-similar example M. Our methodology is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Fill-in large complex missing region H using
a single self-similar example.
Require: (a) Set of overlapping patches {Ji } from several
range maps. (b) Self-similar example M.
Ensure: M is registered with S
1: H ← missing regions of S
2: Obtain the overcomplete dictionary D using Eqn. 2.
3: while H 6= φ do
4:
{hk } ← boundary(H)
5:
for k = 1 to No. of elements in {hk } do
6:
Obtain P containing hk as shown in Fig. 3.
∗
7:
Get the optimum αP
(γ) using the cost function in
Eqn. 3.
8:
end for
9:
Re-estimate the missing region H.
10: end while

We wish to point out that such a sparse representation
has been used in image inpainting [17] too. While they discuss an optimization technique to obtain the sparse representation ‘online’, the proposed work uses traditional DL
and combines the atoms and gradients obtained from a selfsimilar example into a single formulation to achieve the intended objective.
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Figure 4. (a) Example of a damaged structure. H represents the damaged region while S represents the known geometry in the 3D model.
(b,c) Accumulation error plots for our method and TV-based method, respectively. The hole regions considered correspond to H (shown
in blue) and the other plot (shown in red) corresponds to a region chosen over the left-eye of the same face model.

4. Experimental Results
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method on synthetic as well as real data examples. Complex and large holes that present significantly challenging
situations for 3D inpainting are considered. We also provide
comparisons with the recently proposed tensor-voting based
method of [24] which uses multiple self-similar examples.
We are grateful to the authors of [24] for sharing data as
well as their code for the examples discussed in this section.
We show that despite using just a single self-similar example, our results are quite comparable to (and sometimes even
better than) that of [24].
In the first example, we consider the 3D model of a human face (Fig. 4(a)) with significant loss of information.
We use the Texas 3D Face Recognition Database (Texas
3DFRD) [8] to obtain self-similar examples from which the
underlying geometry to be filled-in can be inferred. While
our method uses a single face example, the method of [24]
is run with 4 face samples. We show in Fig. 4(b) the average accumulation error with iterations for our method,
while Fig. 4(c) gives the error plot for [24]. The hole-filling
proceeds from the hole boundary to the centre of the hole
region. For both the plots, the line-plot in blue is for the
hole region marked H in Fig. 4(a), while that in red is for
hole-filling performed over a synthetically created hole over
the left-eye region of the same face. From the plots, for the
TV-based method, the accumulation error is of the order
of 10−3 , while for the DL-based method it is of the order
of 10−1 . While the TV-based method results in a finer reconstruction (as it uses multiple examples), the DL-based
method too yields accumulation error that is low enough
for practical applications.
Next consider the synthetic example of a statue of a human in a dancing pose in Fig. 5. A large hole region is
created as shown in Fig. 5(c), and hole-filling is performed
using a single self-similar example (Fig. 5(b)). The reconstructed 3D model (Fig. 5(e)) is visually quite close to the
original 3D model (Fig. 5(d)). In addition, the low values
of the reconstruction error (as indicated by the mean and
legend in Fig. 5(f)) reflect effective hole-filling using our

method.
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Figure 5. 3D geometry inpainting of a synthetically created holeregion using a single self-similar example. (a,d) The original structure, (b) self-similar example used, (c) the synthetically created
damaged structure, (e) reconstructed 3D structure, and (f) reconstruction error.

Archaeological sites provide for numerous examples of
structures showing structural deformities or broken regions
due to exposure to several natural and man-made forces of
degradation over centuries and thus provide good examples
over which the performance of an algorithm can be tested.
We consider here a few interesting examples of 3D models
of real world structures.
Consider the mythical “yali” structure (Fig. 6(a)), in
which a large region of the 3D model is missing in comparison to its self-similar example (Fig. 6(b)). It is to be
noted that the missing region was not bounded on all sides
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Figure 6. 3D geometry inpainting using a single self-similar example. (a) The damaged structure. (b) Self-similar example used. (c) Result
using [24]. (d) Reconstruction using our method. Note that the result in (d) is devoid of boundary artifacts.
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Figure 7. Another example for 3D geometry inpainting using a single self-similar example. (a) The damaged structure. (b) Self-similar
example. (c) Result using [24]. (d) Reconstruction using the proposed method. Zoomed-in regions corresponding to (c) and (d) are shown
in (e) and (f), respectively.

by known values. Hence, boundary interpolation methods
such as Poisson image editing [22] will fail in this scenario.
The result using the proposed method is shown in Fig. 6(d).
The result using the method of [24] (Fig. 6(c)) suffers from
boundary artifacts due to local scale mismatch. Since the
DL method is based on gradients and local smoothness, it
results in better surface inference.
The next real example considered is that of a damaged
staircase of a temple structure, where the entire side-arm
is missing (Fig. 7(a)). Since only one self-similar example (Fig. 7(b)) is available in this case, the TV method of
[24] results in an inpainting with visible discontinuities at
the boundary (Fig. 7(c)) with the corresponding zoomedin reconstructed region shown in Fig. 7(e)). The DL-based
method, in comparison, yields better inpainting results (Fig.
7(d)) with the corresponding zoomed-in reconstructed region displayed in Fig. 7(f)).
For the examples shown in Fig. 8, the results obtained
using the proposed method follow the geometric prior quite
faithfully and yield good inpainting results in the holeregion. In Fig. 8(d) the result of mesh completion using
the hole-filling option found in Meshlab [4] is provided for
comparison. Meshlab is an open-source tool that includes
several ‘state-of-the-art’ mesh processing algorithms. The

hole-filling algorithm provides a customizable interface using which the best hole-filling suitable to a given mesh can
be obtained. It tries to connect the vertices at the boundary
of the hole-region using non-self-intersecting patches. Note
that such a vanilla fit often vastly deviates from the true underlying surface of the object class. Also, the hole should
be bounded by known geometry all around in order to use
this method.

5. Conclusions
We proposed a dictionary learning and surface gradientsbased method for inpainting of 3D holes when only a single
self-similar example (captured in an uncontrolled environment) is available as geometric prior. The results given in
this paper indicate the extent of faithful reconstruction possible for even very challenging scenarios using the proposed
framework, albeit with occasional minor local artifacts.
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